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Abstract: Rolling bearings face different damaging effects: Besides mechanical effects, current-
induced bearing damage occurs in electrical drive systems. Therefore, it is of increasing interest to
understand the differences leading to known electrical damage patterns. It is of utmost importance
not to consider the harmful current passage in the machine element as an isolated phenomenon but
to take into account the whole drive system consisting of the machine elements, the electric motor
and the connected power electronics. This publication works toward providing an overview of the
state-of-the-art of research regarding electrical bearing currents.

Keywords: electrical drive system; rolling bearing; electrical bearing damage; bearing current
prediction; condition monitoring

1. Introduction

The damaging effects of electric currents on rolling bearings are described in numerous
scientific papers dating back to the mid-20th century when rolling bearings failed in
tramway applications [1–3]. With the recent push towards electromobility and the more
frequent use of inverter-fed drive systems, the problem of damaging currents gained
increasing importance in rolling bearing application and research [4–11]. However, to plan
appropriate measures for the design, the question of the electrical behavior of the overall
system arises, which may lead to complex approaches [12,13].

The measurement and the analytical description of the electrical stress within inverter-
fed drive systems have been subjects of research in the past. These investigations expose
the necessity for an analytical calculation approach for the modeling and design of the
entire system, including the electrical stresses of all machine elements affected.

This initial publication works towards this need by providing an overview of the
state-of-the-art. Therefore, this introduction is followed by an overview of current-related
damage based on rolling bearings. In addition, a first literature-based overview attempts
to assign typical electrical stress to these damage patterns. The origin of electrical stresses
and their corresponding calculation approaches are presented in more detail in Section 2.
Section 3 deals with the existing possibilities for describing the electrical behavior of
the system, focusing on the electrical machine itself and the rolling bearings installed
in the gearbox. In a simplified manner, the electrical behavior of a machine element
can be described by its capacitance, resistance, or rather its impedance within the load-
carrying and unloaded contacts. Depending on the lubricating conditions, the electrical
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behavior is either determined by the machine element properties (dry contact), the lubricant
properties (hydrodynamic separation), or by both (mixed friction) as shown in Figure 1. It
is important to capture not only the area of hydrodynamic lubrication conditions with an
insulating lubricant film but also mixed and dry friction modes as shown in Figure 1 with
the increasing likelihood of metallic contact. Finally, possibilities for the measurement of
electrical stress or damages in the system, e.g., via contact capacitance measurements, are
explained in Section 4. Section 5 summarizes the current state-of-the-art and expresses the
needs for future work.

Figure 1. Electrical model of the rolling contact in different lubrication conditions. Reproduced with
permission of Reference [14], Copyright ©Elsevier B.V. 2022.

Degradation and Failure Mechanisms of Rolling Bearing

The stressing of rolling bearings can be purely mechanical or with electrical or chemical
loads. A purely mechanical loading will sooner or later lead to a failure due to rolling
contact fatigue. This failure mechanism has been extensively investigated in the past and
a distinction is made between surface and sub-surface initiation. While surface initiated
fatigue failures are commonly connected with insufficient lubrication and high shear
stresses, sub-surface initiated fatigue will occur even under optimal operating conditions
mainly due to pressure induced stress below the surface. The number of bearing failures
due to rolling contact fatigue has decreased significantly over time as a consequence
of improved materials and optimized lubrication. Instead, other damage patterns have
gained importance, particularly failure mechanisms in connection with superimposed
electrical stress due to the increased electrification of drive systems [4]. Just as with rolling
contact fatigue damage, such damage patterns can be traced back to a surface or sub-
surface initiation. The most common surface initiated damage patterns caused by electrical
stressing are frosting and fluting beneath the surface, white etching cracks are known to be
formed under electrical stressing [15]. Besides these material damage patterns, lubricants
can be degraded due to electrical stressing [16]. However, a possible assignment of the
damage patterns to typical load variables, such as the current density in a bearing, is
challenging. The following section will slightly introduce the damage patterns.

The terms frosting/grey frosting refer to the grey matt appearance of the bearing
components affected by the current passage (see Figure 2). FURTMANN [17] describes
the cause as short-term melting at the roughness peaks in the rolling contact due to the
applied current with repeated over rolling. Macroscopically, the grey frosting resembles a
mechanically caused classic grey staining (micropitting). Microscopically, however, there
are apparent differences between the rugged fracture edges of micropitting and the soft
flowing edges of an electrically-caused grey frosting [17]. According to KRIESE [18], there
may be two kinds of crates within the frosted area—smaller melted and flattened or larger
and deeper crates where the bearing raceway has been vaporized depending on the energy
input. He describes that the small crates are harmless, and the vaporized and deeper
crates are more harmful to the bearings. FURTMANN describes the effects in a similar way.
Depending on the severity, the raceway changes result in a significant increase in pressure
and possibly tear down the lubricant film. Whether melting or vaporization occurs was
investigated on ball bearings using variable voltages. In this way, TISCHMACHER [19] could
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establish a relationship between melting, vaporization, and the energy level as well as the
melting diameter.

Frosting is believed to be a precursor to fluting, which usually leads to increased
vibration, wear, and failure [17]. The macroscopic appearance of fluting is shown in
Figure 3. According to TISCHMACHER [20], fluting can occur on both the inner and
outer rings. At first glance, the fluting pattern appears to be strictly periodic, but on closer
inspection, they are revealed as groups of fluting arranged at rolling element distance. Light
and dark areas can be recognized, which find their correspondence in valleys and peaks,
respectively. While the peaks are characterized by a structure similar to the grey frosting, in
the valleys a structure is recognizable that resembles spark-eroded surfaces. TISCHMACHER

measured a fluting depth of approximately 3.5µm and a distance between the fluting tips
of roughly 1.3 mm. The Investigations used a grooved ball bearing (Type 6210) with voltage
amplitudes between 50 and 150 V and a corresponding bearing current amplitude between
8 and 15 A. The pulse frequency was 2.5 kHz [21]. These bearing raceway changes lead to a
degradation of the running operation and a short-term failure [20].

In addition to possible damage to rolling elements and raceways, the electrical stressing
also damages the lubricant. The damage manifests itself in a visual change and, above all,
in premature aging of the lubricant. The aged lubricant shows poorer lubrication properties
accordingly up to a loss of lubrication. Without relubrication, the loss of lubrication leads
to direct contact between the rolling partners and thus to wear followed by component
failure. The visual appearance of current-damaged/aged oil is shown in Figure 4.

Besides the aforementioned surface and lubricant damage patterns, failure can be
initiated beneath the surface. Current passage favors the formation of so-called white
etching cracks (WEC). WEC are a more recent damage pattern than typical wear or fatigue
damage and can lead to premature bearing failure after 1–20% of the nominal service life
L10. Figure 5 shows an inner ring of a cylindrical roller bearing (Type NU206 made of AISI
52100 steel) on the left side, which is affected by current passage. The right side shows the
metallography with white etching areas [22].

100µm2mm

Figure 2. Macroscopic (left) and microscopic (right) visual appearance of a heavily electrically
damaged surface [23].
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Figure 3. (left) Visual appearance of advanced fluting on a bearing ball. (right) Fluting at an early
stage on a deep groove ball bearing inner ring [23].

Figure 4. Gear oil before (left) and after (right) the oil was exposed to harmful EDM discharges in a
modified bearing test rig.

Figure 5. Inner ring of a of a cylindrical roller bearing (Type NU206 made of AISI 52100 steel) affected
by current passage (left), metallographic analysis after the etching process, showing WEC (right) [22].

Even though the damage process itself has not been conclusively clarified, it has
been shown that the formation of the WEC is influenced by electrical stressing [15]. For
instance, direct current (DC) and alternating current (AC) can lead to WEC. Regarding
the lubrication, it makes no difference whether the bearing is oil or grease lubricated [8].
However, the composition of the lubricant can have an influence [15,24]. It was also found
that for DC, a higher current or bearing current density (defined as the ratio of the applied
current divided by the HERTZ’ian contact area at the operating point) is associated with an
earlier occurrence of WEC [8,15,22]. The polarity also influences the formation of WEC: the
positively connected bearing component shows a significantly earlier tendency to fail than
the negatively one [8,22].

Just as with rolling contact fatigue, the formation of WEC can be broken down to stress
exceeding stressability. This could be caused by either higher stresses than expected or
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reduced stressability. On the one hand, electrical stressing could therefore influence the
formation of WEC by changing the surface and consequently the stress.

On the other hand, a decrease in stressability is most likely to be caused by hydro-
gen absorption, which in turn can be supported by electrical stress in multiple ways. It
has for example been discussed that electrical induced surface erosion or melting could
chemically activate the bearing surface. Furthermore, electrical currents could enhance
the hydrogen release from a lubricant. Various publications address the different types of
electrical stresses. While the non-WEC-related publications focus on the origin and possible
influencing parameters of the electrical stresses, the WEC-related publications focus on
a correlation between the electrical loading and the damage pattern. An initial overview
of the investigated parameter ranges and the observed damage patterns are shown in
Table 1. The reader is advised that a direct comparison is not always possible due to the
inconsistently used valuation parameters.

Table 1. Overview of electrical stressing of bearings and observed damage patterns.

Source Electrical Stressing Bearing Type Observed Damage Pattern

[25–27] 0.04 − 3.15 A/mm2

fswitch = 3, 8, 10 kHz
6308, 6309, 6209

Single Frosting, Frosting,
Fluting, Lubricant

degradation

[28] 50A (AC) at 1.12–2.3 V,
fswitch = 10 Hz 6326, NU230, NU326 Fluting

[18]

450 mio. EDM discharges >
1 A, Temperature 30 °C,

28 days;
900 mio. EDM discharges >

1 A, Temperature 80 °C,
63 days

Frosting
Fluting

[28]
0.075, 0.15, 0.225 A/mm2

fbase = 50 Hz,
fswitch = 10 kHz

four-ball apparatus Frosting

[29]

0.5VDC
5–6VDC, 40 µA

2.5VDC, 25 µA
6–15VDC, up to 200 µA

6203, NU207 Flaking
WEC

[22] 0.01–0.59 A/mm2 DC
0.1–0.75 A/mm2 DC

NU206
four-disc apparatus

WEC, Frosting
WEC

[15] 0–750 mA DC Micro Pitting Test rig (MPR)
no WEC: 0–25 mA
WEC: 75–250 mA

Signs of fluting: 500, 750 mA

[8] 0.01 A/mm2

0.2–3.9 A/mm2
NU207

6203
WEC

WEC, Frosting

2. Physics of Bearing Currents

Electric motors fed by frequency converters are increasingly used in modern drive
systems. In this case, the windings of the motors are not supplied with sinusoidal signals,
but with voltage pulses. These approximate a sinusoidal current by alternating the three
phase terminals with high frequency (i.e., some 5 kHz) only between the potentials +0.5U0
and −0.5U0. This causes the three output voltages to not add up to zero, so that a common-
mode voltage UCM is generated [30]. This voltage results in a parasitic common-mode
current ICM, which flows from the stator winding through the capacitance between stator
winding and stator core to the stator core and back to the ground. Depending on the
geometrical details of the system, the common-mode voltage or common-mode current
acts as the cause of the high-frequency bearing currents, classified as electric discharge
machining (EDM) or circular bearing current.

EDM bearing currents are caused by the common-mode voltage. They result from the
galvanic separation of the stator core, winding and rotor [20]. In the case of fully lubricated
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bearings, the common-mode voltage UCM injected into the stator winding splits along
a capacitive voltage divider across the entire drive system, as shown in Figure 6a. The
resulting electrical voltage across the bearings is calculated using the bearing voltage ratio:

fBVR =
CWR

CWR + CRS + Cb1 + Cb2 + Cb3 +
(Cg ·(Cb4+Cb5)

Cg+Cb4+Cb5

) , (1)

which results in a bearing voltage of:

Ub = UCM · fBVR. (2)

The circular bearing current is caused by the common-mode current if the bearings
are conductive due to mixed friction or an EDM breakdown. Depending on the common-
mode impedance ZCM corresponding to the common-mode voltage UCM, this causes the
common-mode current

ICM =
UCM
ZCM

. (3)

This creates a circular magnetic field in the stator yoke [30] with impedance ZS, which
induces a voltage in the shaft:

Usha f t = ZS · ICM. (4)

In the standard case, this shaft voltage drives a current in the conductor loop consisting
of bearings, the bearing shields, the laminated stator core, the housing, the shaft, and the
rotor, which is drawn with the solid green line in Figure 6b. The circular bearing current,

Icirc =
Usha f t

Ztotal
, (5)

depends on the shaft voltage Usha f t and the impedance of the bearing current path Ztotal .
Depending on the design of the overall system consisting of motor, bearings, and gear
unit, other paths for circular bearing currents are possible in addition to this standard path.
These are shown as examples in Figure 6b as dashed lines.
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UCM

CWR

CRS

Cb1 Cb2 Cb3

Cb5Cb4

Cg

(a)

ZS
Zhousing

Zb1 Zb2 Zb3

Zb4 Zb5

Zshaft4

Zshaft2
UCM

Zg2

Zg,f

Zg1

ZRZshaft1 Ushaft Zshaft3

Zshaft5

(b)

Figure 6. EDM und circular bearing currents.

3. System Modeling

To avoid the damage patterns introduced by the bearing currents mentioned, suitable
prevention mechanisms for the drive system, consisting of the inverter, the machine, and
the gearbox, must be selected in the design stage. For this purpose, various approaches to
predicting bearing currents have been developed, which are mostly limited to an electrical
machine [25,31,32]. If only the rolling bearing is considered, the use of hybrid bearings
seems to be a suitable countermeasure to solve harmful bearing currents [33]. The previous
section, on the other hand, has shown that the parasitic bearing currents can flow through
the entire drive system according to the distribution of electrical impedance in it and thus
may also cause damage to the gear unit. With this knowledge, it becomes clear that the
use of, e.g., hybrid bearings, only displaces the problem, which can subsequently lead to
current-related damage elsewhere in the overall system (see Figure 7). Therefore, to predict
the potential electrocorrosion, it is necessary to model an electrical equivalent circuit for
the entire system.

An approach to describe the dependencies between the machine elements in an entire
electrical drive system was developed by FURTMANN [12], in which a simulation model of
a drive system consisting of an electric motor and a gearbox was created. The model made
it possible to test countermeasures for their effectiveness in preventing or reducing EDM
discharges. Figure 7 shows the effect of insulations or conductive paths at various locations
in a drive system on the resulting voltage distribution. It is apparent that by solving a
problem in one place (e.g., by replacing steel rolling element bearings with hybrid bearings
in the electric motor), there will be a shift to and even an increase in voltage elsewhere. In
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addition to the electric machine and the gearbox, the effects of the inverter and the cables
must be taken into account when calculating the electrical bearing load [34].

Figure 7. Effect of insulations and conductive path on voltage distribution in an electrical drive
system. According to [13].

3.1. Electrical Machine Model

The modeling of an electrical machine as part of a drive system, to predict electro-
corrosion, can be divided into two parts. First, a model to calculate the common-mode
impedance ZCM over a wide frequency range is needed, so that Equation (3) can be used
to determine the common-mode current, as it is the cause of circular bearing currents.
Here, different models are presented in the literature. First efforts were made with lumped
parameter models for the high-frequency behavior prediction of an electrical machine, as
given in [35,36], but they are useless for prediction in the design stage because the iden-
tification of the parameters in the proposed equivalent circuit is based on measurements.
Further, multi-conductor-transmission line models, such as those presented in [30,32,37–39],
are widely accepted for modeling high-frequency machine behavior. According to the
multi-conductor-transmission line, a conductor i coupled with a conductor j is modeled, as
shown in Figure 8, by a self-resistance Rii, a self-inductance Lii, a capacitance Cg to ground,
a capacitance Ck to conductor j, and a resistance Rg and resistance RCM representing di-
electric losses, which are usually neglected. Consequently, a machine can be described by
distributed parameters per coil or turn. Additionally, current and field displacement is
taken into account by adding inter-wire coupling equations. The corresponding parameters
can be identified analytically or by finite-element method (FEM) simulations instead of
measurements and thus can be used for prediction in the design stage. Unfortunately,
the identification is often restricted to a single slot, because inter-wire couplings between
conductors in neighboring slots are considered to be negligible due to the shielding effect
of the stator core [40]. However, as a consequence of the decreasing iron permeability with
increasing frequency, the magnetic flux crosses slots, so that the couplings across a slot are
not negligible at high frequencies, as [41] state. Thus, only a model such as that presented
in [42], which includes all relevant inter-wire couplings, provides acceptable results for the
common-mode impedance ZCM.

Second, the conducting path in which the bearing current flows needs to be modeled.
Therefore, the impedances of the system—mainly capacitive for EDM and mainly inductive
for circular bearing currents—need to be calculated. If a bearing current only flows in the
assumed standard path, a restriction to a machine model is sufficient. Such a model with
corresponding calculation methods can be found in [20,25,43]. Unfortunately, the current
flow can extend beyond the machine boundaries, so other components of the system are
affected too. To predict the potential stress due to current flow, the current divider must be
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correctly represented in the overall system. Hence, the equivalent circuit of the standard
path needs to be extended by the further components, e.g., the bearings and the gear unit.

Figure 8. Multi-conductor-transmission line model for modeling an electrical machine at high
frequencies. According to [42].

3.2. Electric Behavior Modeling of Rolling Bearings

This section summarizes the current state of research regarding the electrical behavior
of rolling contacts.

3.2.1. Capacitance

In a highly loaded elastohydrodynamic contact in full lubrication conditions, as in
rolling bearings or gear contacts, two electrically conductive bodies are located opposite to
each other, separated by a thin lubricating film. In this case, the bodies can be considered
as capacitor plates with a defined area and distance and the lubricant as a dielectric.
The capacitance of a model contact can be determined assuming an elastohydrodynamic
lubrication (EHL) contact as a plate capacitor:

C = ε · A
d

, (6)

where ε = ε0 · εr is the absolute permittivity of lubricants, A the HERTZ’ian contact area,
and d is the film thickness between both bodies. Due to the simplification of the real
geometry to the HERTZ’ian area (6), for instance [17,25,44,45] modified the capacitance
model (6) by either introducing additive or multiplicative corrections to better fit the model
prediction to the capacitance measured. This includes the influence of the regions outside
the HERTZ’ian contact zone with the capacitance Coutside (see Figure 9). To simplify the
calculation, it is assumed that the inlet zone is filled with lubricant. In the outlet zone, the
lubricant separates evenly on the rolling element and raceway. Assuming this, the total
capacitance is then the sum of the HERTZ’ian contact capacitance and the capacitance of
the surrounding regions, while CHertz may be approximated by:

CHertz,hc = ε0 · εr ·
AHertz

hc
, (7)

assuming the film thickness inside the HERTZ’ian contact zone is equal to the central film
thickness hc. This value can be calculated, e.g., with HAMROCK–DOWSONS [46] set of
equations for point contacts. These are based on dimensionless parameters for speed U,
load W, material G and geometry ke.
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hC hmin

Inlet Region Outlet Region

h(x,y) hout = 0.5·hc

hout = 0.5·hc

Hertz‘ian Contact

Body 1

Body 2

COutside CHertz RP REDM

Figure 9. Electrical analogy model of an EHL contact. Adopted from [17,47].

It must be considered that the proportion of Coutside is usually larger than CHertz [17,48,49].
Coutside varies with contact geometry and hc, and it is usually taken into account in the total
capacitance determination of a contact Ctot,con through a factor kc

kc =
Ctot,con

CHertz,hc

, (8)

which indicates the ratio between the total capacitance and the capacitance of the HERTZ’ian
contact for a given contact. An ideal kc factor would then take into account the effect of the
deformations of the bodies outside the HERTZ’ian contact zone as well as the influence of
the real film thickness distribution inside the HERTZ’ian contact on the total capacitance.
To consider the contribution of the capacitance outside the HERTZ’ian zone, BARZ [50]
and WITTEK [51] used a universal value of kc = 3.5 giving a good approximation for
axially loaded rolling bearings. However, Coutside is a function of film thickness and
JABLONKA ET AL. [49] showed that kc increases almost linearly as a function of film
thickness for a model EHL contact. For a radially-loaded bearing, the rolling elements
have different kc values due to varying load distributions. In his work, FURTMANN

developed a method for empirically determining the kc-factor based on extensive test
results as a function of the lubricant film height [17]. In [47,52], SCHNEIDER ET AL. derived
a solely analytical equation to calculate the kc-factor based only on the dimensionless
parameters introduced by HAMROCK–DOWSONS [46]. The equation represents a curve
fit of representative simulation results. The simulations were conducted with an EHL
solver based on the work of LUBRECHT and VENNER [53,54]. It is based on a multigrid-
method to solve the coupled Reynolds equation that takes the surface elastic deformation
and load balance into account. The simulations were conducted for a wide range of the
aforementioned dimensionless parameters (U, G, W, ke). An exemplary film thickness
distribution inside the HERTZ’ian contact obtained from the multigrid method is shown
in Figure 10. It is seen that no uniform film thickness can be assumed in the area of the
HERTZ‘ian contact.
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Figure 10. Resulting film thickness of the multigrid method. The area is shown inverted for better
illustration.

3.2.2. Impedance

If the electrical field strength in the lubrication gap rises beyond the breakdown field
strength of the lubricant, the equivalent circuit shown in Figures 9 and 11 is obtained. Below
the critical voltage, the contact behaves like a capacitance with a large parallel resistance
Rp. When the threshold voltage of the lubricated gap is exceeded and a discharge happens,
the circuit switches over and the capacitor can be discharged via the resistor REDM. The
magnitude of the discharge resistor is time-varying [25,55,56].

In the case where no discharges occur, the internal resistance RP of the lubricant has
to be calculated additional to the capacitance of a contact [57,58]. The determination of Rp
is analog to the assumptions of the capacitance calculation and the results in (9) by taking
the lubricant specific resistance ρ into account. Here, the HERTZ’ian contact area is also
used as a calculable basis. The influence of the areas outside the HERTZ’ian contact area kr
corresponds to the reciprocal value of the kc factor [45]:

Rp = kr
ρ · hc

AHertz
. (9)

The impedance of a single contact then depends on the electrical frequency f , the
contact capacitance Ctot,con and the lubricant inner resistance Rparallel :

Ztot,con =
Rp · 1

j2π f Ctot,con

Rp +
1

j2π f Ctot,con

. (10)

The impedance of a rolling element is then the series connection of the inner and
the outer ring contact. The internal impedance of the rolling element is usually neglected
because it is very small [45]:

Zre = Ztot,con,ir + Ztot,con,or. (11)

Looking at a complete bearing, the rolling elements are connected in parallel, see
Figure 11. Assuming a total of Z rolling elements, the total bearing impedance Zb would
result in:

1
Zb

=
Z

∑
i=1

1
Zre,i

. (12)
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FURTMANN discussed the influence of the cage on the total impedance and concluded
that the deviation by modeling the cage as ideally conducting compared to an insulating
cage as assumed in Equation (12) is small [17]. This is primarily due to the ratio of inner
and outer contact impedance being similar for all rolling elements, which leads to similar
potentials on all rolling elements.

Figure 11. Electrical equivalent circuit assuming an insulating cage.

3.2.3. Electrical Properties of Lubricant

To model the electrical behavior of a bearing, knowledge of the electrical lubricant
characteristics is mandatory [16,56,58–60]. The most important characteristic values are the
dielectric strength E [17,61], the relative permittivity εr [31,44,51,56,62] and the electrical
specific resistivity ρ [16,58,60]. Both the capacitance and impedance calculation rely greatly
on the predictability of the electrical lubricant properties. The relative permittivity is an
important factor for calculating the electrical capacitance. Since the electrical properties
depend strongly on pressure and temperature, as shown in Figure 12 [63], the methods
underlying the estimation of these are of high importance. For example, to describe
dielectric conductivity as a function of temperature and pressure, the modified CLAUSIUS–
MOSSOTTI equation is well established [64–66] but tends to have strong deviations under
high pressures in direct comparison to measurements as shown by FURTMANN [17].

2.75 �-----------------------�

I 
�2.65> 

Cl) 
a.. 2.6 
Cl) 
> 

Cl) 

a: 2.55 

2.5 

-,[) = 20°

c 
-,[) = 80°

C 

2.45 '-----------'----'----------'----'-----------'----'-----------'----'-----------'---------'
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 

Pressure 

1.4 1.6 GPa 2 

Figure 12. Pressure and temperature dependent relative permittivity using the BODE equations.

Another possible approach is based on measurements from a high pressure quartz-
viscometer. Together with a set of equations provided by BODE [67,68], it is also possible to
describe the temperature and pressure dependent rheological and electrical properties of
the lubricant.
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Both methods presuppose the knowledge of the reference density $0 and of the reference
relative permittivity εr0. The reference density at 15 °C is usually provided in the lubricant
data sheet and the reference relative permittivity can be determined experimentally at ambient
pressure, e.g., as done by WITTEK [62].

4. Sensorial Use of Rolling Bearings

In the context of Industry 4.0 the demand for data of technical systems and processes
is on a constant rise [69]. The acquisition of these data can be realized in various ways,
whereas the data quality varies especially with the choice of measurands and sensor posi-
tions [70]. A promising approach to measure data close to the process is the use of sensing
machine elements (SME), which build upon the primary mechanical functions of conven-
tional machine elements and extend their functionality in terms of sensor functions [71]. In
the following, two approaches to utilize rolling bearings sensorially are described.

4.1. Bearings as Load Sensors

An inevitable basis for sensor bearings is the understanding and modeling of all
relevant factors on the electrical properties of rolling bearings. In the late 1950s, the
capacitive method made its entry in the race of measuring lubrication film thicknesses
of rolling contacts to develop formulas that would allow a reliable prediction of rolling
bearing’s lubrication condition [72–75]. Up to today, capacitive lubrication film thickness
measurements are carried out and improved to further study steel on steel contacts in
the EHL regime [49,51,76,77]. Further studies are carried out in order to understand,
model and predict the electrical behavior of rolling element bearings [47,52,76,78,79]. This
improved electric modeling of rolling bearings and affordable measurement devices make
the sensorial use of rolling bearings possible [80,81].

As seen in Equation (7), the bearing’s capacitance and therefore impedance depends
on the lubrication film thickness and the HERTZ’ian area. A rising load causes the film
thickness to decrease and the HERTZ’ian area to increase. Both contribute to a rising
capacitance and decreasing impedance, which can be measured by contacting the inner
and outer ring of a rolling bearing. Besides measuring the capacitance, further parameters
need to be monitored to calculate the bearing load. The oil temperature has a significant
influence on the lubricant’s viscosity and consequently on the lubrication film thickness,
and therefore needs to be measured. The shaft’s rotational speed also influences the film
thickness, but can be determined from the impedance signal without the need for an extra
speed sensor [82].

Ultimately, the bearing load can be calculated, resulting in a sensorial rolling bearing
which is an SME with the potential to be integrated into the majority of mechanical machines
even with the option to be retrofitted in existing machines, requiring an insulation of at
least one bearing ring and an electric connection to the rotating ring, e.g., via a slip ring [83].
Monitoring the load on bearings allows an improved prediction of the remaining useful
lifetime and therefore contributes to maximizing the utilization of components’ actual
lifetime. At the same time, a combination with failure monitoring using the electric
impedance is possible to limit the risk of downtime due to premature failure [83].

4.2. Detection of Roller Bearing Damage by Impedance Measurement

Although rolling bearings have a limited durability, only 0.5% of them fail before their
estimated operation time [84]. However, on the other hand, rolling bearing damages cause
20% of machine failures [85]. In the case of motor spindles, bearing damages are accountable
for nearly 37% of their breakdowns [86]. An early detection of rolling bearing failures can
therefore reduce unplanned downtimes of machines and increase their reliability.

Methods for rolling bearing damage early detection include measuring acoustic emis-
sion [87], analysis of the instantaneous angular speed (IAS) of the shaft [88], and vibration
monitoring plus temperature measurement, which are the most common methods [85].
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It measures the vibration excitation resulting from overrolling surface damages on the
raceways or on the rolling elements [85]. The disadvantage of these measurement methods
is that the used sensors are often located far away from the supervised component. This
causes uncertainties in measurement. They can be reduced by placing sensors as close as
possible to the observed component, which is realized best by in situ applications, where
machine elements themselves are used as sensors [89]. Because of their electrical behavior
under alternating current, impedance measurements of rolling bearings can be used for
failure monitoring and remaining useful life prediction, as mentioned above [83].

It could be shown that changes in the impedance signal display arising bearing damage.
Figure 13 illustrates the impedance signal of a fatigue test. So-called fast pikes occur in all
stages of the bearing life. They are generated by surface asperities. Their number decreases
over the operating time and is constantly lower than in a run-in phase until an initial
damage appears. After its occurrence, the number and height of peaks are higher than in
the run-in. When the damage progresses, the fast peaks appear at the beginning and the
end of a surface defect. So, it is possible not only to diagnose the attendance of a surface
failure but also to determine its elongation in the raceway. It could also be shown that it is
possible to determine whether the damage is on the inner, the outer ring, or on the rolling
elements from an impedance signal [14].

Figure 13. Impedance measurements at different stages of the bearing life. Reproduced with permis-
sion of Reference [14], Copyright ©Elsevier B.V. 2022.

Current research focuses on the early detection of bearing failures by measuring
their impedance and calculating statistical features from the signal. Earlier investigations
displayed changes in the impedance signal, the standard deviation, and the kurtosis over
the bearing operating life [90]. This motivates the hypothesis of early damage detection by
impedance measurement, which has to be investigated further.

5. Conclusions

Rolling bearings face different damaging effects. Besides mechanical effects, current-
induced bearing damage occurs in electrical drive systems. Therefore, it is of increasing
interest to understand the differences leading to known electrical damage patterns, e.g.,
frosting, fluting, and WEC. Understanding the underlying physical effects allows the
generation of models to predict the possibility of bearing currents during the design of
electro-mechanical drive systems. Section 2 displays how an electrical machine can be
modeled to calculate the voltage across the bearings from the common-mode voltage
generated by frequency converters. This bearing voltage ratio, in return, depends not only
on the geometry and electrical properties of the motor but also on the bearings’ impedance,
as shown in Section 3. In addition, basic modeling of the bearings’ impedance was shown,
which in return depends on geometry, loads, and lubricant properties, among others. It
turns out that the prediction of bearing currents requires close interaction of models on
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different scales—the contact between rolling elements and bearing races with a lubrication
film and surface roughness on a sub-micrometer scale via the whole bearing, its dynamics,
and load distribution on a centimeter scale, to the whole electrical machine, and even
the whole drive system, including the frequency converter, as well as a transmission and
following components.

Bearing voltages may not always be an unintended effect of frequency converters
but can be deliberately applied to measure the bearing’s impedance, which holds the
opportunity for rolling bearing damage early detection and estimating bearing loads for
the prediction of mechanical damage. To do so, it is necessary to differentiate between
damaging and non-damaging currents, which is still part of the current research, especially
for WEC. Because surface damage can be detected and measured by impedance gauging,
it can be used for discovering electrically caused damage as well. For electrical damage
prediction, it is currently not clear if impedance measurement is sufficient. The current state
of research shows that the surfaces have to be damaged already to change the impedance
signal. To identify operating conditions that lead to WEC and other electric damaging
effects, the whole drive system and its components have to be modeled and investigated
further. So, a deeper knowledge about the electrical behavior of the single contact zone up
to the whole machine element and the complex drive system is necessary.

6. Outlook

While individual models in their respective scales, such as lubrication film, bearing,
electrical machine, and drive systems, have become increasingly elaborate in recent years of
research, the combination of these models still has a high potential for a deeper understand-
ing of the entire system. Therefore, more methodical approaches for developing cross-scale
models would be appropriate in this context. Furthermore, additional experimental and
simulative research is needed for a service life estimation of single machine elements and
drive systems under mechanical and electric loads. The general impedance behavior of
mechanical bearing damage must be described and understood more deeply, especially in
the context of damage prediction. For instance, the detection of surface roughening due to
electrical damage by impedance measurement is part of current research. The investigation
of factors influencing the electrical damage degree is also interesting, primarily for damage
prediction and modeling the behavior of the involved components to simulate their per-
formance in the drive system and as single machine elements. These simulations can help
develop a broader understanding of the influence of bearing currents on WEC.
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Nomenclature
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

Greek Symbols
ε absolute permittivity F/m
ε0 vacuum permittivity = 8.8541878 × 10−12 A·s/V·m
εr relative permittivity −
ρ density S/m
$ specific resistance kg/m3

Roman Symbols
A area m2

C capacitance F
d thickness of gap between capacitor plates m
E dielectric strength V/m
f frequency Hz
fBVR bearing voltage ratio
h film thickness m
I current A
kc ratio between Ctotal and CHertz,hc −
kr ratio between Rtotal and RHertz,hc −
L inductance H
R resistance Ω
U voltage V
Z impedance Ω
j imaginary unit
Subscripts
0 reference
b bearing
BVR bearing voltage ratio
c central
circ circular
CM common mode
con contact
EDM electrical discharge machining
EHL elastohydrodynamic lubrication
g gear
g, f gear, film
housing housing
ir inner raceway
or outer raceway
p parallel
R rotor
re rolling element
RS rotor stator
rs replenishment/starvation
S stator
shaft shaft
tot total
total total bearing current path
WR winding rotor
x x-direction
y y-direction
j jth rolling element
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